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Evaluation of Multilingual and Multimodal Information Retrieval
The Essential Guide to Amharic is a 150+ pages of
grammar, phrases, and vocabulary for the national
language of Ethiopia. All translations are spelled
phonetically, as well as in the Amharic alphabet. The
vocabulary section is organized by topic; greetings,
foods, furniture, politics, occupations etc. There are
over 200 verb definitions with simple conjugation. The
grammar section includes in-depth information on
how to conjugate verbs in the past, present and
future; using adjectives, pluralizing words, asking
questions, punctuation, and much more.

English-Amharic Context Dictionary
Engelsk-amharisk ordbog. De engelske ords
betydning forklares ved hjælp af eksempler, hvor de
optræder i hele sætninger

An Amharic dictionary
This compilation which is a companion for the popular
concise Amharic-English dictionaries aims to serve the
needs of advanced Amharic users. It consists of over
6,000 carefully selected main and subordinate
entries, and some 2,700 set phrases, idiomatic
expressions and contextual usage culled from a wide
spectrum of literary and cultural sources. Advanced
students, researchers and those with special interest
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in Amharic literature, in archival sources, or in sociocultural and artistic discourse of contemporary
Ethiopia will find this lexicon an invaluable reference
material.

Dictionary of the Amharic Language
Ethiopian Amharic Phrasebook 2nd
Edition
This trilingual dictionary is of English and the two
languages of Ethiopia, Kafa and Amharic. While
Amharic is spoken all over the region, Kafa is mainly
spoken in South-west Ethiopia. This dictionary is a
handy tool for all. The dictionary includes also indices
English-Kafa and Amharic-Kafa which is handy for
quick referencing.

Amharic-English
Learn Amharic with new picture dictionary series from
trusted publisher of foreign language study guides,
Hippocrene Books Amharic is the official working
language of Ethiopia, with approximately 30 million
speakers. It is the second most widely spoken Semitic
language in the world after Arabic. Unlike Arabic,
however, Amharic is written left-to-right and uses a
distinct script called Ge'ez script. With colorful, eyecatching illustrations to stimulate imagination and
curiosity, My First Amharic Dictionary is specially
designed for children ages 5 to 12. It contains more
than 1,000 everyday words (from colors, animals,
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household items, foods and more)--each illustrated
and translated into Amharic with accompanying
phonetic pronunciation. The illustrations are arranged
alphabetically by English so even young readers can
easily search for words. Each one is labeled with
clear, bold type and the commonsense pronunciation
makes it easy to begin speaking Amharic right away!
Recent studies suggest that children should begin
learning a foreign language before age 10 for best
results. This dictionary is a fun, engaging way for
parents or grandparents to introduce Amharic to
young children. Teachers will also find the dictionary
useful for students who are learning Amharic from
Kindergarten and up.

Amharic-English, English-Amharic
dictionary
This comprehensive bilingual Somali dictionary
includes over 25,000 Word-to-Word dictionary entries,
and is perfect for ESL/ELL students to use for
standardized testing. Somali is an Afroasiatic
language with approximately 15 million speakers
worldwide. It is spoken primarily in Somalia, but also
in Somaliland, Ethiopia, Djibouti, and Kenya and by a
significant Somali-speaking diaspora. Somali is written
with the Latin alphabet. The two-way format makes it
useful for both English and Amharic speakers. Somali
ELL (English-Language Learner) students can look up
the meaning of English words they don't recognize,
and also translate their thoughts and writing in
Amharic to English.
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Advanced Amharic Lexicon
This compilation which is a companion for the popular
concise Amharic-English dictionaries aims to serve the
needs of advanced Amharic users. It consists of over
6,000 carefully selected main and subordinate
entries, and some 2,700 set phrases, idiomatic
expressions and contextual usage culled from a wide
spectrum of literary and cultural sources. Advanced
students, researchers and those with special interest
in Amharic literature, in archival sources, or in sociocultural and artistic discourse of contemporary
Ethiopia will find this lexicon an invaluable reference
material.

Concise Amharic Dictionary
Dictionary of the Amharic Language
More than 17 million people in Ethiopia speak
Amharic, the official language of the country. Also
called Abyssinian or Ethiopian, Amharic developed
more than two thousand years ago and is considered
one of the Semitic languages (with Arabic and
Hebrew). This bilingual dictionary includes
romanization of the Amharic-English portion for those
unfamiliar with the Ethiopic script. With over 27,000
dictionary entries, this reference will prove crucial for
individuals in seminary schools, as well as travelers,
aid workers and those of Ethiopian descent.

Advanced Amharic Lexicon
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Dictionary Amharic-English, EnglishAmharic
This dictionary provides listings of Amharic language
with the English translation, and visa versa.

My First Amharic Dictionary
Although Amharic is the national language of Ethiopia
and English its international language, until
publication of this book in hardcover there was no
concise Amharic-English, English-Amharic dictionary.
Students of Amharic as well as visitors to Ethiopia and
foreign workers will benefit from this concise
dictionary with phonetic transcriptions that allow for
its use by those unfamiliar with Amharic script.

Kemantisa-Amharic-English Dictionary
Grammar of the Amharic Language
This book may be the first Amharic-English thesaurus
ever published. All the errors and omissions are mine.
I will certainly revise and improve this book at some
later date, so if you wish to see better editions
published in the future, please send any suggestions,
corrections, or translations to
webstersedits2@hotmail.com. Thank you for
purchasing this book and supporting Webster's Online
Dictionary.
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Dictionnaires
If you're looking for a reliable modern Amharic-English
dictionary, you're in the right place. This concise
dictionary includes 1,300 modern Amharic terms. The
words are ordered alphabetically first in English and
then in Amharic for convenient access.

Comparative Dictionary of Geʻez
(Classical Ethiopic)
Colloquial Amharic: The Complete Course for
Beginners has been carefully developed by an
experienced teacher to provide a step-by-step course
to French as it is written and spoken today.
Combining a clear, practical and accessible style with
a methodical and thorough treatment of the
language, it equips learners with the essential skills
needed to communicate confidently and effectively in
Amharic in a broad range of situations. No prior
knowledge of the language is required. Colloquial
Amharic is exceptional; each unit presents a wealth of
grammatical points that are reinforced with a wide
range of exercises for regular practice. A full answer
key, a grammar summary, bilingual glossaries and
English translations of dialogues can be found at the
back as well as useful vocabulary lists throughout.
Key features include: A clear, user-friendly format
designed to help learners progressively build up their
speaking, listening, reading and writing skills Jargonfree, succinct and clearly structured explanations of
grammar An extensive range of focused and dynamic
supportive exercises Realistic and entertaining
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dialogues covering a broad variety of narrative
situations Helpful cultural points explaining the
customs and features of life in Ethiopia. An overview
of the sounds of Amharic Balanced, comprehensive
and rewarding, Colloquial Amharic is an indispensable
resource both for independent learners and students
taking courses in Amharic. Audio material to
accompany the course is available to download free in
MP3 format from www.routledge.com/cw/colloquials.
Recorded by native speakers, the audio material
features the dialogues and texts from the book and
will help develop your listening and pronunciation
skills. Additional information on writing the Amharic
script can also be found here.

My First Amharic Dictionary
Amharic-English, English-Amharic
Dictionary
Shona, a Bantu language, is the national language of
Zimbabwe. It is also spoken in Mozambique, Malawi,
and Zambia. The basics of ChiShona, the most widely
spoken form of Shona, appear here in twelve
comprehensive lessons. Each chapter includes a
practice dialogue, vocabulary, points of grammar, and
review exercises, while cultural information places the
language in a practical context. This guide provides
the student, traveler, or businessperson with both the
means for immediate communication and a
foundation for future study.
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The Essential Guide to Amharic: The
National Language of Ethiopia
Amharic cultural reader
ENGLISH-AMHARIC & AMHARIC-ENGLISH
ONE-TO-ONE DICTIONARY (EXAMSUITABLE).
Ethiopic Grammar
Amharic-English dictionary
This guide to Amharic language collects the most
common Amharic phrases and expressions as well as
an English-Amharic/Amharic-English dictionary. This
phrasebook includes greetings, food items, directions,
sightseeing and many other categories of expressions
that will help anyone wanting to learn Amharic.

Somali Student Dictionary
Contains over 1,500 entries in both Bosnian and
English along with a pronunciation guide. Includes
essential phrases for typical tourist and business
situations.

Webster's Amharic - English Thesaurus
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Dictionary
English Tigrinya Dictionary
This collection of essays has two purposes: first to
give the advanced student of Amharic a sample of the
Amharic writing style and secondly to provide
information on Ethiopia's cultural background. The
texts were written by several Ethiopian university
students some 40 years ago on subjects with which
they were most familiar such as naming, christening,
wedding, burial ceremony, food and drink, the
manner of wearing clothes, house construction in
Amhara country, daily work of an Ethiopian woman,
landholding disputes, beauty, merchant, mercato,
country market, artisans, elderhood, priests, dabtara,
monkhood, divination, Christmas, Easter, Addis
Ababa, the City of Gondar, Harar City etc. Although
some time has passed since the collection was
compiled the texts convey a good picture of Ethiopian
culture. Each Amharic text is given an English
translation on the opposite side. The book is
completed by an Amharic-English Dictionary of nearly
90 pages and an index of English words and Amharic
lexemes.

English-Amharic Dictionary
Dictionaries can be something of a personal matter;
people become very attached to their favorite. In the
above context Endale Zenawi's dictionary is
archetypal; this is a much used and loved dictionary.
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The first edition had been out of print since 1975.
Simon Wallenberg's Second 2007 edition of this
invaluable reference book is bound to be welcome.
The editors of Simon Wallenberg have included a
brand new introduction to the Amharic language and
a history of the Ethiopian People. Cultural notes have
been added along with useful information on
contemporary Ethiopia. A section on the Rastafarian
religion has been added. The new edition has been
expanded with over 660 pages of definitions making
this dictionary the most comprehensive on the
Amharic language. True to form, the Simon
Wallenberg's editors have carried forward Endale
Zenawi's work and have lived up to their tradition of
creating some of the most widely used and respected
dictionaries and reference books in the world.
Definitions continue to be organized around the
"core" meanings that is, "the one that represents the
most literal use that the word has in ordinary modern
Amharic usage. The dictionary is ideal for person
looking for a quick answer while on a business trip as
well for journalists and writers for whom it makes the
perfect desktop companion. Portable, compact, and
affordable, this Amharic Dictionary is ideal for school,
the office, and lower university level The dictionary
has been revised and updated to cover all the latest
vocabulary. Words are tools for life and the
Wallenberg dictionaries make them work for you.
Acclaimed by Amharic Academics, Wallenberg
Dictionaries has led the way in bilingual lexicography
for many years. They have proved to be reliable
dictionaries and have been complied for a large
number of languages.
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Siltè-Amharic-English Dictionary
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed
postproceedings of the 7th Workshop of the CrossLanguage Evaluation Forum, CLEF 2006, held in
Alicante, Spain, September 2006. The revised papers
presented together with an introduction were
carefully reviewed and selected for inclusion in the
book. The papers are organized in topical sections on
Multilingual Textual Document Retrieval, DomainSpecifig Information Retrieval, i-CLEF, QA@CLEF,
ImageCLEF, CLSR, WebCLEF and GeoCLEF.

The Amharic Dictionary
Amharic-English Dictionary
The English-Tigrinya Dictionary is meant to be a
bridge between Tigrinya and English languages. It
enhances basic communication skills by pronouncing
and describing English terms in Tigrinya. It can be a
road leading towards understanding and using the
English language. It helps those in need of using
English in their daily activities. It has included basic
English words with their Tigrinya pronunciation and
meaning. Therefore; it is very helpful to those who
can read and understand Tigrinya and want to learn
English.

English Phrasal Verbs' Dictionary in
Amharic & Afaan Oromoo
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This is a Kemant language dictionary consists of
about 15000 words. It is Kemantisa-Amharic-English
Dictionary.

Wolayttattuwaa-Amaarattuwaa
Inggilizettuwa Qaalaa Kochchaa
Amharic Language
Colloquial Amharic
Dictionary of the Amharic Language
Beginner's Shona (ChiShona)
Bosnian-English/English-Bosnian
Dictionary and Phrasebook
Merit English - Amharic Dictionary
This book contains essential words and phrases for
effective communication with local people. There is a
helpful punctuation guide and all words are given in
relevant script where applicable. Includes phrases for
shops and restaurants.
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Kafa English Amharic Dictionary
Amharic for children! My First Amharic Dictionary is a
picture book for introducing your multilingual child to
Amharic and English. It has over 50 every day objects
to point at and share with your baby. Daddy can
teach in Amharic and Mummy in English. Each every
day object is also illustrated to help make the
connection with the real world. You can let toddlers
colour in the illustrations too. Older children can
practice their writing skills by filling in the included
workbook. Discover the world in Amharic and English
together with your multilingual child. Suitable for
children 0 to 7 years old.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY &
THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S
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